
Archaeology and Field Recording

What is archaeology?
Archaeology is the study of people from the past and their history through the remains they 
left behind. Archaeology covers all periods of prehistory and history such as the Stone Age, 
the Romans and Anglo Saxons, all the way through to the Victorians, First World War and 
beyond.

What is an archaeologist?
An archaeologist is someone who studies archaeology. Archaeologists look at artefacts and 
other remains, sometimes gathered through excavation, and also investigate historic buildings 
to build up a picture of past. ‘Field recording’ is used by archaeologists to investigate and record 
sites. 
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What is field recording?
Field recording is a fun way of investigating 
and exploring a site. This involves exploring a 
site ‘on the ground’ to discover any remaining 
features such as buildings and earthworks, 
anything that is found is then recorded.
Archaeologists use field recording to 
create a record of historic landscapes and 
buildings. 



Can I do field recording?

Field recording can involve many activities that are 
used to create a written and visual record of a site 
based on the site’s physical remains and history. 

A big part of Field recording is finding the site on the 
ground. Investigating maps and photographs is a great 
way of finding a site and can help discover surviving 
buildings.

Once the site is found a grid reference is taken to allow 
other people to find the site and explore it further.
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Yes! Everyone can get involved in field recording. You could choose to 
write the site description, help take photographs or even draw sketches 
and plans. There is something for everybody.

A written description of the site’s history, its location, and what remains is very important 
and is used to tell other people about the site. 

Photographs are taken to show what remains of the site and are also used to show the 
site’s location. 

Archaeologists also record sites with drawings. These drawings can be simple sketches or 
detailed drawings drawn to a set ‘scale’, from a bird’s-eye-view, known as a ‘plan’.

To find out more about archaeology,
and joining your local Young Archaeologists’ Club,

visit www.yac-uk.org

What does field recording involve?


